THE RIBOSOMAL DATABASE PROJECT-II: SEQUENCES AND
TOOLS FOR HIGH-THROUGHPUT rRNA ANALYSIS
http://rdp.cme.msu.edu
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and Library Compare identifies taxa differing significantly
between two 16S rRNA environmental libraries. Probe
Match tests your probe/primer against the RDP sequences.
The new RDP Pipeline processes entire libraries of
single-read survey sequences, from raw chromatograms all
the way to quality-controlled aligned sequences and
distance matrices. The results are ready for further analysis
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SEQUENCE DATA

REFERENCES

Examine individual
sequences from
your sequence
group

Sequence can be filtered to include environmental/
isolate, near full-length, species type strain sequences,
or high/low quality
Download your selections in fasta, GenBank,
Phylip or distance matrix format,

Add public RDP sequences to your private alignment prior to analysis

RDP’S HIGH-THROUGHPUT ANALYSIS TOOLS

myRDP SINGLE-READ PIPELINE

HIERARCHY BROWSER
8 Primary access point to RDP's aligned sequences
8 Batch retrieval by INSD accession
8 View / select by publication
8 Power search on annotation
8 Navigate the collection in either a taxonomy consistent with the rules of
bacteriological nomenclature, or in NCBI's taxonomy
8 Compile a list of 16S rRNA sequences for download and analysis
8 Save your selections for later use

Automates analysis of large-scale single-read survey sequencing
Uses industry-standard components, but tuned for single-read sequencing
-PHRED (Ewing and Green, 1988): base-calling
-LUCY (Chou and Holmes, 2001): trimming
-RNACAD (Brown, 2000): 2-D structure-based autoaligner
Downstream analysis via RDP tools and third-party ecology programs
Outputs data ready for standard ecological tests

Nomenclatural taxonomy

CLASSIFIER
8 Naive Bayesian classifier places sequences into bacterial taxonomy
8 Places sequences into bacterial taxonomy
8 Works well on partial- and full-length sequences
8 Prior alignment not required
8 Trained on ~5300 vetted sequences
-- Type plus other well-understood landmarks
8 Bootstrap confidence estimate

Brown, M. P. S. (2000) Small subunit ribosomal RNA modeling using stochastic context-free grammars,
Proceedings of the Eighth International Conference on Intelligent Systems for Molecular Biology, pp.
57-66.

8 More accurate than BLAST (Cole, 2005)

8 Finds nearest neighbors to query sequences

PROBE MATCH
8 Search the RDP with your probe/primer
-- accepts degenerate probe sequences

8 Works well on partial- and full-length sequences

8 Fast search algorithm (Myers, 1999)

8 Does not require prior alignment

8 Limit search to sequences spanning specific
regions

8 Uses “q-gram” matching method
8 Can be used as a k-nearest-neighbor classifier

8 Change depth and edit distances
8 Allows up to 10% mismatch (edit distance)

LIBRARY COMPARE

Cole, J.R., B. Chai, R.J. Farris, Q. Wang, S.A. Kulam, D.M. McGarrell, G.M. Garrity, and J.M. Tiedje (2005)
The Ribosomal Database Project (RDP-II): sequences and tools for high-throughput rRNA analysis. Nucleic
Acids Res 33(Database Issue):D294-D296.

8 Based on RDP Classifier

Ewing, B., L. Hillier, M. Wendl, and P. Green (1998) Base- Calling of Automated Sequencer Tccuracy
Assessment. Genome Research 8(3):175-185. Ewing, B. and P. Green. 1998. Base-calling of automated
sequencer traces using phred. II. Error probabilities. Genome Research 8(3):186-194.

8 Uses two statistical measures

Myers, G. (1999) A fast bit-vector algorithm for approximate string matching based on dynamic
programming. JACM 46:395-415.

-- Sequence groups
can be shared
with your
“research buddies”

Sequences quality checked using PINTAIL (Ashelford, 2005)

SEQMATCH

Chou, H.-H. and M.H. Holmes (2001) DNA sequence quality trimming and vector removal.
Bioinformatics 17(12): 1093-1104.

Organize your data
into sequence groups

Updated monthly from the International Nucleotide
Sequence Databases (INSD; DDBJ, EMBL, and GenBank)

Ashelford, K. E., N. Chuzhanova, J.C. Fry, A.J. Jones, and A.J. Weightman (2005) At least one in twenty 16S
rRNA sequence records currently held in public repositories estimated to contain substantial anomalies.
Applied and Environmental Microbiology, 71(12): 7724-7736.

Cannone, J.J., S. Subramanian, M.N. Schnare, J.R. Collett, L.M. D'Souza, Y. Du, B. Feng, N. Lin, L.V.
Madabusi, K.M. Muller, N. Pande, Z. Shang, N. Yu, and R.R. Gutell (2002). The Comparative RNA Web
(CRW) Site: An Online Database of Comparative Sequence and Structure Information for Ribosomal,
Intron, and other RNAs. BMC Bioinformatics, 3:2.

Upload your sequences, they’ll be automatically aligned and assigned to the
nomenclatural taxonomy

Secondary-structure based alignment using RNACAD
(Brown, 2000), a stochastic context-free grammar based
aligner and the secondary structure model of Robin Gutell
and colleagues (Cannone, 2002)

USER SUPPORT
The RDP's mission includes user support. Contact the RDP
by email at rdpstaff@msu.edu; please include details of
your question or problem. RDP staff can also be reached by
telephone at +1 517 432 4998 during normal business
hours (Monday through Friday, 0900-1700 EST), via fax (+1
517 353 8957 Attn: RDP).

myRDP ALIGNER

253,813 16S rRNA sequences (Release 9.41, July 28 2006)

8 Compares two evironmental sample libraries
8 Reports differentially represented taxa
-- Does not correct for multiple nested tests

Sequencer Debugging: Plate view
Raw base calls
Status and quality
summary for each
sequence

